Report Number: 2017-3039

Incident: Crash (Car VS Bicycle)

Location: Whitfield Rd./Dobson Ln. Millbrook, IL

Township: Fox

Date, Time Occurred: 09-22-17/1000 hours

Date, Time Assigned: SAME

Synopsis:

Sheriff's Deputies responded to a car vs bicycle crash in the area of Whitfield Rd and Dobson lane involving possible injury. Jake A Van Pelt, 29 year old male from the 1000 block of Vale St. in Sandwich, IL, struck Bruce C Chzalovksy, 67 year old male from the 400 block of Franklin Ave. while Chzalovksy was riding a bicycle SB on Whitfield Rd. Chzalovksy was struck by the passengers side mirror of Van Pelt's vehicle as he passed also traveling SB on Whitfield Rd. Chzalovksy signed a release on scene and rode away from the crash. No citations were issued and no damage was reported to either the vehicle or the bicycle.

Reporting Deputy: LAESEN 1E 77

Supervisor: CCE #89 Disseminated on: 09-23-17

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve
Report Number:  2017-3048
Incident:  Theft under $500.00
Location:  76 Fernwood Rd
Township:  Oswego
Date, Time Occurred:  09/22/2017  2308
Date, Time Assigned:  09/22/2017  2308

Synopsis:
Deputies responded to the 0-100 block of Fernwood Rd where a juvenile's mother reported someone had taken an item of personal property from the juvenile. The article was reported to be valued at $400.00. Investigation into the incident is ongoing.

Reported Deputy:  Kubinski

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve
Report Number: 2017-3045/3046

Incident: Accident/DUI

Location: 9000 block of Fox River Drive

Township: Fox

Date, Time Occurred: 09-22-17 1957 hours

Date, Time Assigned: 09-22-17 1958 hours

Synopsis:

Sheriff's Deputies responded to the 9000 block of Fox River Drive in unincorporated Newark for the report of an accident with injuries. During the investigation it was determined that a vehicle being driven by Steven Greyer, a 25 year old man of the 600 block of Johnson Court in Newark, crashed into a culvert causing the vehicle to roll over. Steven Greyer was transported to Morris Hospital for his injuries where he was charged with DUI. Joshua was also issued a citation for improper lane usage and no having valid proof of insurance.

Reporting Deputy: Deputy Kallus KE226

Supervisor:  

Disseminated on: 09/23/17

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve